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Abstract
Supersymmetry might be broken, in the real world, by anomalies that affect com-
posite operators, while leaving the action supersymmetric. New constraint equations
that govern the composite operators and their anomalies are examined. It is shown
that the supersymmetric standard model has special properties that allow simple and
physically interesting solutions to the constraint equations.
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1
If supersymmetry [1] is to be a viable theory of the
real world, there must exist a mechanism whereby super-
symmetry is broken in a compelling and calculable way.
It is remarkable that when gauge symmetry is sponta-
neously broken, in a supersymmetric theory, the vacuum
energy remains zero [2]. Ideally, the mechanism of su-
persymmetry breaking should maintain this feature. One
possibility, which would keep this energy density zero, is
that supersymmetry is broken by well-hidden supersym-
metry anomalies in composite operators.
The state of research on this topic was summarized in
1991 in [7]. Because of some recent developments to be
presented here, the idea seems more promising now than
it did in 1991. The most surprising thing is that the super-
symmetric standard model seems to be very well chosen
to admit simple and physically interesting solutions to the
full cohomology of the Wess-Zumino model. This is the
new result of this paper.
In [9] (see also [6]–[13]), the full cohomology problem
for the Wess Zumino model, including composite oper-
ators, was analyzed using spectral sequences. The full
nilpotent (δ2 = 0) operator is set out in the following
table (for the massless case):
Table I-A: Transformations δ with δ2 = 0
δAi = ψiβC
β
δψiα = ∂αβ˙A
iC
β˙
+ CαG
i
δΓi = −
1
2
∂αβ˙∂
αβ˙Ai + gijkG
jk + ∂αβ˙Y
α
i C
β˙
δY αi = −∂
αβ˙ψiβ˙ + 2gijkψ
jαAk − ΓiC
α
δGi = ∂αβ˙ψ
iαC
β˙
Γ and Y are Zinn-Justin [5] sources for the supersym-
metry variations of the scalar field A and spinor field ψ,
respectively. G is the composite auxiliary resulting from
the integration of the auxiliary F . The index i is a general
index so that the action contains all possible Wess-Zumino
multiplets and all possible dimensionless interactions be-
tween them. The ‘auxiliary’ Gi is composite. Its form,
and the first of its higher versions, are indicated in Table
I-B. We will introduce a constant spinor source φα below.
Table I-B: Composite Auxililaries
Gi = −
(
gijkAjAk + Y
iβ˙
C β˙
)
G
ij
2 = A
iGj + AjGi − ψiαψjα
The results of the cohomology analysis of [9] are sum-
marized in Table II-A. That analysis tells us that for an
arbitrary massless theory with superspace potential Y,
one should consider composite spinor expressions of the
form2 Ψ and related composite scalar expressions of the
form H. Then one constructs an operator d5 and its ad-
joint d†5 from the superspace (Yukawa) potential:
Table II-A: Yukawa and Composite Expressions
Y = gipqAiApAq
Ψ = f jkli φ·ψ
iAjAkAl
H = spqjklφ·CApAqAjAkAl
d5 =
{
Cαg
ipqApAq
}
ψi†α
d
†
5 = ψ
i
α
{
Cαg
ipqApAq
}†
= ψiαgipqC
†
αA
†
pA
†
q
Then we must impose the constraints in Table II-B:
Table II-B: Constraint Equations for Ψ and H
d5Ψ = 0⇒ φ·Cf
jkl
i g
ipqApAqAjAkAl = 0
⇒ f
(jkl
i g
pq)i = 0
d
†
5H = 0⇒ φ·ψ
ispqjklgipqAjAkAl = 0
⇒ spqjklgipq = 0
For each set of solutions (gijk, f
lmn
p , s
qrstu) of these
equations there exist composite operators in the coho-
mology space of the theory of the following form:
Table II-C
Composite Operators and their Anomalies
Ψ→ O
(0)
φ =
∫
d4x φαf
jkl
i
{
Γ
i
AjAkAlCα
+
(
∂αβ˙A
i + CαY
i
β˙
)
AjAkψ
β˙
l − ψ
i
αG3,jkl
}
H → A
(1)
φ =
∫
d4x φαCαs
ijklmG5,ijklm
δ2 = δO0φ = δA
1
φ = 0
Then the usual BRS analysis [3] tells us that for each
suchO0φ with ghost charge zero, there are potential anoma-
lies with ghost charge one, of the form A1φ.
Our notation for the Superstandard Model is:
Table III
Superstandard Model, Left L Fields
Field Y SU(3) SU(2) F B L D
Lpi -1 1 2 3 0 1 1
Qcpi 1
3
3 2 3 1
3
0 1
J 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
Superstandard Model, Right R Fields
P p 2 1 1 3 0 -1 1
Rp 0 1 1 3 0 -1 1
T pc −
4
3
3 1 3 − 1
3
0 1
Bpc
2
3
3 1 3 − 1
3
0 1
Hi -1 1 2 1 0 0 1
Ki 1 1 2 1 0 0 1
2More generally Ψ = f
j1···jm
i1···in
φα1···αnψ
i1
α1 · · ·ψ
in
αnAj1 · · ·Ajm
2
Here is the superspace potential (Yukawa) for the Stan-
dard Model:
Table IV: Yukawa for Superstandard Model
Y ≈ gijkL
iRjRk + g′′m2J
Y = g′ǫijH
iKjJ + g′′m2J
+ppqǫijL
piHjP q + rpqǫijL
piKjRq
+tpqǫijQ
cpiKjT qc + bpqǫijQ
cpiHjBqc
Note that each term in the Yukawa for the standard
model has the form LRR, except for the termm2J : Hence,
for the massless standard model, we note that d5 in Table
II-A has the general form R
2
Cψ
†
L + LRCψ
†
R.
Now we shall solve the equations in Table II-B for
some examples of Ψ and H in the massless standard
model. These solutions will tell us where we can expect
to find cohomologically significant composite spinors, and
also whether those composite spinors can develop anoma-
lies that break their supersymmetry. The pleasant sur-
prise is that the simplest solutions are composite versions
of observable particles. (In fact, the cohomology looks
complex enough to encompass all observable particles).
In Tables V-L and V-R, we write down some examples
for possible Ψ:
Table V-L: Ψ = ψLR
n
Name Composite Spinor
Neutrino fL1,pφ·ψ
ip
LHi + f
p
L2φ·ψJRp
Proton εc1c2c3
{
φ·ψic3p3Q
[
f
p1p2
1,p3
KiT
c1
p1
T
c2
p2
+fp1p22,p3 HiT
c1
p1
B
c2
p2
]
+ φ·ψJf
p1p2p3
3 B
c1
p1
T
c2
p2
T
c3
p3
}
Σ++ εc1c2c3
{
f
p1p2
4p3
φ·ψic3p3Q HiT
c1
p1
T
c2
p2
+f5φ·ψJε
p1p2p3T
c1
p1
T
c2
p2
T
c3
p3
}
Table V-R: Ψ = ψRL
n
Name Composite Spinor
AntiNeutrino fL3,pφ·ψ
ip
R J + f
p
L4φ·ψ
i
HLip
AntiProton εc1c2c3ǫjkQjc2p2Qkc3p3{
f
p1p2p3
6 φ·ψ
i
HQic1p1 + f
p2p3
7p1
φ·ψp1Tc1J
}
The constraint from d5 is summarized in Table VI-L
and VI-R for the two cases. The identity HiHjε
ij = 0
simplifies the result:
Table VI-L: d5ψLR
n
= R
n+2
Name Constraint Equation:
Neutrino H ·K {fL1,pr
pq + fqL2g
′}Rq = 0
Proton H ·Kεc1c2c3
{
b
pq
B
c3
q f
p1p2
1,p T
c1
p1
T
c2
p2
−t
pq
T
c3
q f
p1p2
2,p T
c1
p1
B
c2
p2
+ g′fp1p2p33 B
c1
p1
T
c2
p2
T
c3
p3
}
= 0
Σ++ H·Kεc1c2c3
{
f
p1p2
4p3
t
p3qT
c3
q T
c1
p1
T
c2
p2
+ g′f5ε
p1p2p3T
c1
p1
T
c2
p2
T
c3
p3
}
= 0
For the VI-L case, there are plenty of solutions, which
could be made more explicit with some straightforward
tensor algebra. Now consider the VI-R case:
Table VI-R: d5ψRL
n
= L
n+1
R
Name Constraint Equation
AntiNeutrino fL3,pr
pqK·LqJ + f
p
L4
(
g′K
i
J
+b
rs
ǫijQjcrB
c
s + p
rsǫijLjrP s
)
Lip = 0
AntiProton εc1c2c3εimQic1p1ǫ
jkQjc2p2Qkc3p3{
f
p1p2p3
6
(
g′KmJ + b
pq
QmcpB
c
q +
prsLmrP s
)
+ fp2p37q t
qp1KmJ
}
= 0
For the VI-R case, the equations are too restrictive to
admit non-trivial solutions. Next we consider the
constraint from d†5. It is summarized in Tables VII-L
and VII-R for the two cases. For the L case, we see that
there are only solutions proportional to JJ :
Table VII-L: H = R
n+2
+R
n
L
2
and the effect of d†5
Name Candidate H and Solution of d†5H = 0
Neutrino H·KRqs
q
1 + JJRqs
q
2;
s
q
1 = 0; s
q
2 Free
Proton εc1c2c3T
c1
p1
T
c2
p2
B
c3
p3{
h
p1p2p3
1 H·K + h
p1p2p3
2 JJ
}
;
h
p1p2p3
1 = 0;h
p1p2p3
2 Free
Σ++ εc1c2c3ε
p1p2p3T
c1
p1
T
c2
p2
T
c3
p3{
h3H ·K + h4JJ
}
;h3 = 0; h4 Free
On the other hand, for the R case in Table VII-R, there
are plenty of solutions, since the equations are not very
restrictive:
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Table VII-R
Table VII-R: H = L
n+1
R and the effect of d†5
Name Candidate H and Solution of d†5H = 0
AntiNeutrino
{
s
q
3K·LqJ + s
pqr
4 Qcp·LqB
c
r
+spqr5 Lp·LqP r
}
sr3g
′ + sprq4 bpq + s
prq
5 ppq = 0; s
r
3rrq = 0
AntiProton εc1c2c3εijQjc1p1Qc2p2 ·Qc3p3{
h
p1p2p3
5 JKi + h
p1p2p3p4p5
6 Rp5Lip4
+hp1p2p3p4p57 Qiep4B
e
p5
}
h
p1p2p3
5 g
′ + hp1p2p3p4p56 rp4p5
+bp4p5(3h
p1p2p3p4p5
7 + 2h
p1p2p4p3p5
7
+hp4p2p3p1p57 ) = 0; h
p1p2p3
5 tp1q = 0
In summary then, there are solutions of the constraint
equations for composite fermions Ψ and for potential
anomalies H. However, where there are composite
fermions in profusion (the Ψ ≈ ψL case), there is a lack
of potential anomalies to be generated3. And where
there is a lack of composite fermions (the Ψ ≈ ψR case),
there are plenty of potential anomalies to be generated,
except that there are no operators available to generate
the anomalies. It follows that, although we have
understood the d5 equations better by looking at the
standard supersymmetric model, we do not expect to
find any supersymmetry anomalies from this insight. At
first sight, this looks like a disappointing result for the
attempt to find supersymmetry breaking by this method.
However, this analysis has been done for the massless
and ungauged case only. When the mass is taken to be
non-zero, the vacuum expectation values arise, and
spontaneous breaking of SU(2) × U(1) takes place.
Once we replace the mass, and then shift the fields
K2 → mv+K2,H1 → mv+H1, to spontaneously break
the gauge symmetry, the expressions for the composite
fermions O0φ above in Table II-C will typically generate
a term in m times the named physical particle. For
example, for the neutrino one would expect:
Neutrinop ≈ mvφ·ψpN +O (Two field terms) (1)
And for the case of Σ++ , one would expect:
mv
∫
d
4
x εc1c2c3φ·ψ
c1
U,upψ
c2
T,up·ψ
c3
T,charm (2)
+O (Four field terms) (3)
This operator creates the spin one half charmed baryon:
Σ++c (2455) ≈ (uuc)JP= 1
2
+ (4)
3It looks unlikely that the JJ type anomalies will appear
in perturbation theory, since they violate the symmetry of the
Yukawa.
and it is one of six possibilities:
(uuc), (ucc), (uut), (utt), (tcc), (ttc) (5)
It follows from the analysis in Chapter 4 of [9] that the
rest of the supermultiplet that contains this Σ++c (2455)
can be constructed by letting the source φ become
spacetime dependent. One gets an antichiral spinor
superfield multiplet (See [4] for some discussion)
composed of a vector, two spinors and a scalar. If the
mechanism of supersymmetry breaking by anomalies
works, then the vector and the scalar need to be raised
in mass by mixing with the anomaly, leaving the spinor
field observable at low energies.
For the ghost charge one sector for this Σ++ case, one
needs to extend Table VII-L to the following:
H++Σ = φ·Cεc1c2c3ε
p1p2p3
{
T
c1
p1
T
c2
p2
T
c3
p3
}
{
h3ε
ij
HiKj + h4J
2
+ h5m
2 + h6mJ
}
(6)
There are also non-gauge invariant terms to add here.
The necessary complete analysis requires a major
revision of the whole problem, including gauge fields and
spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking etc. This changes
things so much that the answer is not easy to derive
without a lot of careful work which has not yet been
done.
Note that one needs three families in order that the
expression:
εc1c2c3ε
p1p2p3T
c1
p1
T
c2
p2
T
c3
p3
6= 0 (7)
not vanish. Hence it appears that there is no possibility
of supersymmetry breaking for this multiplet unless
there are at least three families. It is remarkable that
the cohomology depends crucially on the left–right
asymmetry of the theory, and on the direct product
nature of the group SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1), which
results in multiple indices that render the d5 and d
†
5
equations simple to satisfy. It also appears to be
advisable to add the right handed antineutrino multiplet
Rq (e.g. for the massive case of Table VII-L).
Assuming that the addition of mass generates a term of
the general form of the potential anomaly found in
equation (6), we note that (7) is a scalar made with one
top quark or squark (mass 175 GEV), one charm quark
or squark, and one up quark or squark. So that gives us
a first notion of the magnitude of supersymmetry
breaking–the supersymmetry anomaly mixes in at least
one top squark or quark with its large mass of 180 GEV,
4
and supersymmetry breaking vanishes as the mass
vanishes. Assuming that the mechanism works, one
would expect that the cosmological constant remains
zero after supersymmetry breaking, since the action
itself remains supersymmetric. The supersymmetry
breaking would occur only for the composite operators,
which do not couple to gravity, and which do not affect
the vacuum energy.
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